SCIENCE MUSEUM OF MINNESOTA GIFT GUIDE

Shop local, support science. Every purchase from the Science Museum of Minnesota’s Explore Store supports our nonprofit mission to advance science education centered in equity. Thank you for supporting science learners in our community!

Indicates Member price. Not a Member yet? Sign up at smm.org/membership today to get your Explore Store discount, museum admission, and more!
THUNDER LIZARD T-SHIRT
From $38.95 | From $35.06
Own a piece of the museum and pop culture history! Based on the Thunder Lizard purple hoodie featured in popular media. 50% cotton and 50% polyester; unisex-fit. Available in youth and adult sizes, and in t-shirt style!

MUSEUM GIFT CERTIFICATE
Custom amount
For your hardest-to-shop-for person! Gift certificates can be used in person, online, and over the phone toward exhibit and Omnitheater admission, Memberships, and summer camps, as well as in person in the Explore Store. Museum gift certificates cannot be used for parking, online Explore Stores purchases, or at the museum cafe.

TRUST SCIENCE CREWNECK SWEATSHIRT
$59.99 | $54
66% polyester and 34% cotton. Rib knit collar v-notch detail, raglan sleeves, stretch collar, and a tear-away label. Available in heather grey and heathered blue.
EVERYTHING BUT THE KITCHEN SINK
Kits and kitchenware

SCIENCE MUSEUM THERMOS
$29.99 | $26.99
Show your support for our exhibits, and STEM and equity education with this eco-friendly reusable water bottle.

BEER MAKING KIT
$49.99 | $44.99
Cheers! Includes all-grain mix, hops, yeast, glass fermentation jug, thermometer, and additional equipment.

NATIONAL PARKS TEA SET
$39.99 | $35.99
Gift box includes 10 different packages of tea inspired by 10 of our national parks. Each package makes 6-8 cups of tea.

BEAKER PILSNER GLASSES
$34.99 | $31.50
Best seller! Set of 2 pilsner glasses featuring the metric graduations of a laboratory beaker.

smm.org/store
CRYSTAL DINOS
34.99 | $31.50
Transform dinosaur figures into modern molecular masterpieces overnight! Includes three figurines, growing container, and crystal powder.

ADOPT A REX
$24.99 | $22.50
This plush T. rex wears an embroidered Science Museum of Minnesota hoodie and comes to you with an educational fact sheet, a certificate of adoption, and an Ultimate Dinosaurs booklet to learn all about some dinosaurs you may not have heard about before.

DINO POOP BATH BOMBS
$11.99 | $10.80
Stay as bubbly as a Brachiosaurus with these dino poop bath bombs!

DINOSAUR PLUSH
$27.99 | $25.20

BEST SELLER
CRYSTAL HEDGEHOG
$18.99 | $17.09
Ages 8+, available in four colors. Includes hedgehog figure and all materials.

ASTRONAUT ICE CREAM
$5.99 | $5.39
Vanilla or neapolitan. Contains milk, soy and wheat.

DINO PUTTY
$6.99 | $6.29
Slinky slime featuring a miniature dinosaur fossil inside!

CHOCOLATE RIVER ROCKS
$5.99 | $5.39
Delicious chocolatey chunks covered in a colorful candy shell. Gluten free.

BUBBLE GUM KIT
$21.99 | $19.79
Make more than a half pound of delicious bubble gum! Kit includes all necessary ingredients and tools.

SCIENCE MUSEUM KEYCHAIN
$9.99 | $8.99
Double-layered keychain with a three-dimensional effect featuring the iconic museum astronaut.

GIFT EXPERIENCES
You can’t gift wrap time, but you can give the gift of it! Give a year of museum Membership and all its benefits, or choose a gift certificate that can be used for Explore Store purchases, camps, Memberships, or museum and Omnitheater admission.

Visit smm.org/store for more gifts that will dazzle and delight anyone who lives to learn.